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Beth Cherry signsupwith Troy Carter’s Venice
Music as Head of Streaming, UK
Venice Music hasactually scaled up its worldwide streaming group as Beth Cherry is called the
business’s Head of Streaming, UK.
Isobel Kelly has likewise signedupwith as Head of Alt/Pop Streaming UnitedStates, and Jamal Jimoh
hasactually been called Head of Hip Hop/R&B Streaming (US).
The 3 officers signupwith Troy Carter and Suzy Ryoo’s music and innovation platform Venice, as the
business states it is broadening on its technique to endingupbeing a “white-glove, imaginative and
helpful circulation and label/artist services partner for independent artists and their groups.”
Cherry signsupwith the business from Parlophone, where she was the Streaming Lead throughout its
lineup, consistingof GRM Daily, FFRR, and Disturbing London.
She justrecently worked carefully on PinkPantheress’ launching mixtape to hell with it, and assisted
lead Coldplay to the band’s greatest streaming debuts to date, as well as 2 Number One UK albums.
Kelly signsupwith Venice from Premier Music Group and Downtown Music Holdings [254
articles]”>Downtown Records.
During her period at Premier Music Group in New York, she led commerce and streaming throughout
a lineup of independent artists consistingof Channel Tres, Melanie Faye, Santigold, and Ambar Lucid.
She formerly ran digital marketing and streaming efforts at RECORDS for artists consistingof Noah
Cyrus, Nelly, and Labrinth, Sia & Diplo present LSD.
Jamal Jimoh is a marketing and management specialist with over fifteen years of experience.
He started his profession at Island Records [374 articles]”>Island Def Jam as a New Media specialist,
priorto accepting a function in A&R Research and Promotion.
Jimoh then moved Teen Island – the teenager marketing arm of Island Def Jam – where he worked
with acts such as Justin Bieber.
Jimoh lateron took on the function of General Manager at Nick Cannon’s Ncredible Entertainment,
and has likewise held functions as Director of Urban Digital Marketing at Entertainment One (eOne)
[61 articles]”>Entertainment One, Senior Director of Urban Programming and Revenue at Premier
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Music Group, VP of Marketing & Revenue at Rostrum Records, and Vice President & Head of
Commerce for Hitco Entertainment [15 articles]”>HITCO.
“The core of Venice represents precisely who I am & what I stand for.”
Beth Cherry
Beth Cherry, stated: “I am so proud & thrilled to be signingupwith the Venice household. This
profession relocation hasactually come at a truly substantial point in my life both personally & expertly.
“I am so delighted that Venice exists and I am grateful to Suzy Ryoo & Troy Carter for producing this
business; its presence is interesting, empowering and precisely where the music market must be
heading.
“The core of Venice represents precisely who I am & what I stand for; equality, variety, imagination,
skill & heart. It’s an outright happiness to bring my ability set to this group, I feel on the right side of
music market history.”
“It is motivating to work with a world class, forward believing and varied business
throughout a mix of categories and skills.”
Isobel Kelly
Isobel Kelly, stated: “I am delighted to be signingupwith the group at Venice, a business operating at
the cross area of music and innovation.
“Venice is focused on commemorating and empowering artists — we offer them with the tools to
reach brand-new fans and audiences on their own terms.
“It is motivating to work with a world class, forward believing and varied business throughout a mix of
categories and skills.
“I am thrilled about what we are structure together and appreciative to our wonderful entrepreneurialleadership group for continuing to set the rate on a worldwide scale.”
“I wear’t understand that there’s a business that’s more preferably matched for where the
organization is and where the art is headed than Venice.”
Jamal Jimoh
Jamal Jimoh, stated: “I puton’t understand that there’s a business that’s more preferably matched for
where the company is and where the art is headed than Venice.
“Troy and Suzy have storied histories rooted in equity, empowerment, and development and those
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tenets are the extremely principles of this business.
“I’m delighted to be signingupwith this group of exceptional experts and exceptional humanbeings.
“I can state without doubt that there isn’t an company that’s muchbetter constructed for the real future
of the company of music.”
“This group of leaders in streaming hasactually led some of the most intriguing and
efficient worldwide projects in current times.”
Troy Carter
Troy Carter, stated: “This group of leaders in streaming hasactually led some of the most intriguing
and efficient international projects in current times. We are really thrilled for Beth, Isobel and Jamal to
bring their experience, understand how and enthusiasm to the Venice neighborhood.”
“These mission-driven, beloved-by-their-peers leaders are driving forward everyday.”
Suzy Ryoo
Suzy Ryoo, stated: “Adding the competence of Isobel, Jamal and Beth is an amazing chapter for
Venice reinforcing our worldwide method to streaming method and DSP engagement.
“These mission-driven, beloved-by-their-peers leaders are driving forward daily on development,
education & development for our independent partners and neighborhood.”
“Beth has a deep understanding of breaking artists.”
Matt Ott
Matt Ott, stated: “Beth has a deep understanding of breaking artists, a distinct fascination with cultural
and social patterns and how they engage with and move to streaming audiences throughout all
platforms.
“Having worked with the mostsignificant and breaking artists on the world, Beth is an professional at
finding and linking dots; structure enthusiastic audiences and fanbases through streaming.”Music
Business Worldwide
Source: Beth Cherry signsupwith Troy Carter’s Venice Music as Head of Streaming, UK.
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